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ABSTRACT
EFFECT OF MATERIAL ON ACOUSTIC AND STRUCTURAL RESPONSE OF A
FRUSTUM SUBJECTED TO FLUID FLOW

Siddartha Reddy Gangula, MS
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Abhijit Gupta, Director

The objective of this study was to decrease the sound at outside of a bowl-shaped solid. Point
source is used to generate the sound. Poro-acoustics and acoustic structure interaction modules
have been used for simulation. The frequency domain study is used to compute the response of a
linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for one or several frequencies. Three
major scenarios have been considered to analyze the sound at inside and outside of a bowl:
1. Change in the design of a bowl
2. Change the parameters of inlet and outlet radii
3. Change the material of the lid
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction of Sound and Acoustics
Sound is transmitted through mediums, for example, gasses or fluids or liquids or solids.
Sound is created because of variety in weight contrasts atoms. We hear sound as these changes
cause our eardrums to vibrate. Sound is regularly measured on a decibel [dB] scale.
Acoustics is the art of sound, which manages the investigation of mechanical waves in
gasses, fluids, and solids including vibration, sound, ultrasound, and infrasound. Applications of
acoustics are found in numerous parts of advanced period like discovering the separation
between two focuses, to discover oil and gas, to verify that the child in mother's womb is sound.
Sound engendering is affected by the medium through which it voyages and variables impacting
its medium, for example, height, temperature and dampness. The consistency of the medium
likewise influences the movement of sound waves.
1.1.1 Production and Propagation of Sound Waves
The creation and proliferation of sound waves are by and large exhibited in class through
the utilization of a tuning fork. A tuning fork is a metal article comprising of two tines fit for
vibrating if struck by an elastic sledge or hammer. As the tines of the tuning forks vibrate here
and there and then here again, they start to bother encompassing air particles. These unsettling
influences are passed on to contiguous air atoms by the system of molecule communication.
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The movement of the unsettling influence, starting at the tines of the tuning fork and going
through the medium (for this situation, air), what is alluded to as a sound wave.
1.1.2 Basic Terminology in Sound
1.1.2.1 Frequency
Sound is characterized as the quantity of cycles finished in one second. The unit of estimation for
sound is hertz (Hz), and it is completely synonym with established and more direct term “cycles every
second” (cps). Reasonably, sound is essentially the rate of vibration. The most critical capacity of the
sound-related framework is to serve as a sound analyzer – a framework that decides the amount of vitality
is available at diverse sign frequencies. Subsequently, sound is the absolute most paramount idea in
listening to science. The equation for sound is:
f = 1/t, where f = sound in Hz
t = period in seconds
In this way, for a period 0.02 s:
f = 1/t = 1/0.02 = 50 H
1.1.2.2 Period
Period is the time needed to finish one cycle of vibration.
1.1.2.3 Amplitude
Amplitude is the target estimation of the level of progress (positive or negative) in environmental
weight (the clamping and rarefaction of air atoms) created by sound waves. Wavelength is the separation
between waves. A ton of things go in waves. Water has waves, radio likewise goes in waves. Indeed light
has wave-like properties.
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1.1.3 Human Perception of Sound
The ears of a human (and different creatures) are delicate locators equipped for recognizing the
vacillations in gaseous tension that encroach upon the eardrum. Human ear is fit for catching sound waves
with an extensive variety of frequencies, going between more or less 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Any sound with
a sound beneath the capable of being heard scope of hearing (i.e., short of w hat 20 Hz) is known as an
infrasound and any sound with a sound over the discernible scope of hearing (i.e., more than 20,000 Hz)
is known as an ultrasound.

1.2 Literature Review
Huff [1] discussed that a typical improvement way for sound reduction concepts is to first
investigate a thought in subscale modal tests. This is typically done in two steps: 1) proof of idea
examinations outlined by either test instinct or guided by investigations, and 2) higher fidelity
experiments that faithfully model the flow conditions and geometry that is representative of a
full-scale application. Recently, investigations have focused on motor parts with attention on
prevailing sources, for example, fans and planes to evaluate the measure of decrease that can be
attained from different clamor diminishment. Since recreating flight conditions is paramount,
these tests are normally done in vast wind shafts and free flies with sufficient separation from the
source to the receivers to extend clamor levels to the far field. NASA's part has been to lead both
the basic analyses (off and on again confirming results from different labs) and the higher
fidelity experiments in cooperation with universities and aerospace organizations. It has been
useful to the entire community to conduct experiments in common facilities to improve the
quality of comparisons.
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Lee [2] stated that the impact of the fiber substance on the NAC generally relies on upon
the substance of the fine fiber. Non-woven, which have all the more fine fiber, have more
opportunity to contact the sound wave. This causes more safety by method for rubbing of
thickness through the vibration of the air. The non-woven safeguard which has an unrented web
in the center layer has a higher NAC than non-woven which have a completely situated web
structure; however, the distinction is negligible. The board reverberation impact has helped build
the NAC. On account of covering structure, the board advances the NAC in low and center
sound districts, yet it has the converse impact in the high-frequency district by the happenstance
impact. Hence, numerous contemplations are needed for the motivation behind sound control;
then again, the embedded board structure helped an increment in the NAC through all
frequencies, on the grounds that the reflected sound wave inside the non-woven sound safeguard
can be retained again through the structure, so it could go about as a twofold thickness.
Sound retention coefficient expanded with a diminishing in fiber measurement; microdenier filaments give a sensational increment in acoustical execution according to Seddeq [3].
Seddeq discussed , a standout amongst the most essential qualities that impact the soundengrossing attributes of a stringy material is the particular stream safety every unit thickness of
the material. When all is said is done, it can be deduced that higher wind stream safety
dependably gives better sound assimilation values, yet for wind current safety higher than 1000
the sound retention has less values in light of the fact that trouble of developments sound wave
through the materials. Tortuosity primarily influences the area of the quarter-wavelength tops,
while porosity and stream resistively influence the tallness and width of the crests.
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Estimation of tortuosity decides the high sound conduct of sound-retaining permeable
materials. Fiber surface zone and fiber size have solid impact on sound assimilation properties.
Higher surface range and lower fiber size builds sound absorption. The creation air crevice
expands sound retention coefficient values in mid and higher frequencies. In the meantime,
making of air crevice will have minima at different frequencies for different air hole separations.
Noise control can be attained by diminishing the force of sound to the level that is not
destructive to human ear. According to Jayamani [4], there are four fundamental standards used
to diminish clamor which is retention, segregation, vibration confinement, and vibration
damping. Truth be told, the most perceived procedure to lessen clamor is sound ingestion on the
materials itself. Sound assimilation on material such as wood and permeable material has been
created and contemplated by a few specialists. Materials that diminish the sound force as the
sound wave passes through it by the marvel of retention are called sound absorptive materials.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 deals with modal analysis and acoustic analysis for a bowl. Chapter 3 deals
with simulation setup and boundary conditions for acoustic analysis. Chapter 4 considers
parameter to reduce the sound in bowl and simulation results. Chapter 5 explains the change in
the sound with respect to multiple frequencies. Chapter 6 deals with conclusion of research and
future scope for the research.
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1.4 Objectives
The objectives are explained in a step-by-step process as shown in following table Figure 1.

Figure 1: O bjectives explained in a flow chart (GLIFFY, n.d.) [5]).

2. MODAL AND ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS FOR BOWL
2.1 Introduction
The initial idea is to decrease the vibration of the system; as the vibration decreases, noise
generated from the system gradually decreases. In first case, we performed modal analysis to the
bowl then performed modal analysis after adding damper.
Modal investigation is the investigation of the element properties of structures under
vibration excitation. The principal point of modal investigation in structural mechanics is to
focus the common mode shapes and frequencies of an article or structure amid free vibration.
Modes are intrinsic properties of a structure and are controlled by the material properties (mass,
damping and solidness) and limit states of the structure. Every mode is characterized by a regular
(modal or full) sound, modal damping, and a mode shape (i.e., the purported "modal
parameters"). In the event that either the material properties or the limit states of a structure
transform, its modes will change. For example, if mass is added to a structure, it will vibrate in
an unexpected way.

2.2 Design
2.2.1 Metal
I designed (Figure 2) a simple-cone shaped bowl with top radius as 100 mm, bottom
radius as 20 mm and thickness as 5 mm (Figure 2) Boundary condition is fixed free, material of
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the bowl assigned as aluminum and inside material assigned as air. Free tetrahedral meshing has
been used for simulation. Modal analysis is performed to find out the natural frequencies in
different modes.

Figure 2: Metal design for modal analysis.

2.2.2 Metal + Damper
I designed a basic cone shaped bowl with top range as 100 mm, base sweep as 20 mm, thickness
as 5 mm and 5 mm damper is connected to the bowl (Figure 3). Boundary condition is altered free,
material of the bowl relegated as aluminum, damper material doled out as elastic and inside material
allotted as air. Free tetrahedral cross section has been used for meshing.

Figure 3: Metal + damper design for model analysis.
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2.3 Modal Analysis
I have performed modal analysis in ANSYS [6] for both metal and metal + damper cases
(Figure5). Computed six different modes of natural frequencies and calculated deformation in fixed free
condition. Inlet is fixed and outlet is free for this simulation.

2.3.1 Metal

Figure 4: Modal analysis results for metal .
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2.3.2 Metal + Damper

Figure 5: Modal analysis results for metal + damper.

2.4 Analysing the Modal Analysis Results
From Table 1, we can observe the difference between metal and after attaching damper. After adding
damper, vibration has been decreased in the system. As per the physics if the vibration of system
decreases, Structure-borne noise decreases gradually. If structure-borne noise decreases, noise generated
by the system decreases.
Table 1: Modal Analysis Results

Natural Frequency

Metal

Metal + Damper

1

597.84

460.6

2

597.98

460.621

3

1087.8

841.54

4

1088.2

848.44

5

1178.5

848.89

6

2535.1

1844.6
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2.5 Acoustic Analysis
From the modal analysis results my assumption was if we decrease the vibration we can
decrease the noise in the system, so I have performed acoustic analysis for both cases to analyze
the sound at inside and outside of the bowl. Inlet outlet radius is constant for both the designs but
thickness is different. In second case 5 mm damper is added to the bowl. Point source was kept at
the middle of the bowl and the other point kept at top of the bowl to observe the sound at top.
The bowl was considered linear elastic material and provided Young’s modulus, speed of sound
and density of material. Bowl is fully constrained.
2.5.1 Metal
I designed a bowl with top radius as 100 mm ,bottom radius as 20mm, thickness as 5 mm, flow
point source as 0.001 m^3/s and frequency as 3 Hz (Figure 6), bowl material is aluminum and fully
constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation boundary condition has been considered to permit
cylindrical-shaped wave to leave the displaying area with negligible reflections. The frequency domain
study is used to compute the response of a linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for
one or several frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the transmission and
reflection versus frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for simulation. Results have been
analyzed in dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in dB analyzed sound at different points
around the bowl.
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Figure 6: Acoustic analysis results for metal.

2.5.2 Damper
I designed a bowl with top range as 100 mm, base sweep as 20mm, thickness as 5 mm and added
5 mm thickness damper to bowl, stream point source as 0.001 m^3/s and sound as 3 Hz (Figure 7). Bowl
material is aluminum, damper material is elastic and completely compelled in all directions. Spherical
wave radiation limit condition has been considered to permit the wave to leave the system with negligible
reflections. The sound space study is used to figure the reaction of a direct or linearized model subjected
to consonant excitation for one or a few frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to
register the transmission and reflection versus sound. Free tetrahedral lattice has been used for meshing.
Results have been investigated in dB and the diagram between frequencies versus sound in dB,
investigated sound at distinctive focuses around the bowl.
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Figure 7: Acoustic analysis results for metal + damper.

2.6 Comparing Results
From Table 2 we can observe acoustic analysis results for both metal and metal + damper case.
By adding damper, sound has been decreased 1 dB but this is not a significant change. The reason is even
though we stop the sound by adding damper, sound is propagating through inlet and outlet. The sound is
less at outside wall of bowl although there was no significant change at inlet and outlet of the bowl. I have
concluded that by adding damper we cannot decrease the sound at inlet or outlet and adding material is
not economical so better to go with another idea. In the next chapters I have considered other parameters
to decrease the sound in the bowl.
Table 2: Acoustic Analysis Results

3. SIMULATION SETUP
3.1 Geometry
First I have designed linear elastic material (metal) and then designed a sphere around the
metal to observe the sound at various points. For all cases I have considered propagating media
as air at inside the bowl and outside the bowl (Figure 8). I have used SOLIDWORKS [7] and
COMSOL [8] for designs. Below we can see sample design of a bowl.

Figure 8: Geometry for simulation.

3.2 Materials
Four types of materials have been used for all simulations, which are aluminum, rubber, wood
and air. Speed of sound in aluminum is more compared to wood and rubber. Speed of sound is low
compared to aluminum and wood. Density and Young’s modulus are high in aluminum compared to other
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metals. Air is used as propagation for all simulations. Mechanical properties of all materials have been
provided in Table 3.
Table 3: Mechanical Properties for Materials

3.3 Boundary Conditions (COMSOL[8])
From Figure 9 we can see all boundary conditions which are being used in simulations.

Figure 9: Boundary conditions for simulation.

3.3.1 Acoustic-Solid Interaction (COMSOL [8])

When we consider a foundation that is stationary and has a weight of p0, we can
understand for the variety in acoustic weight P. These issues are accounted in the weight acoustic
issues. This marvel of stationary qualities encompassed by depending variables is known as
linearization in arithmetic.
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For the phenomenon explained above we consider a lossless liquid stream which is
compressible. We have Euler's comparison, which is known as the force preservation
mathematical statement, and the progression comparison, which is known as the mass protection
comparison. These two mathematical statements are the representing comparisons for our issue
which are given below:

In the above equations (COMSOL[8]):
p: Total pressure
ρ: Total density
u: Velocity field
When we consider weight acoustics, all techniques are isentropic methodologies. A
stationary liquid (u0 = 0) of thickness ρ0 (SI unit: kg/m3) is taken and at weight p0 (SI unit: Pa)
we have done the parameter development, which brought about

Utilizing the above mathematical statements and substituting in our overseeing
comparisons bring about:
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For the Taylor parameter extension we substitute thickness with weigh, which is known
as linearization:

In the above equation:
cs = Speed of sound (SI unit: m/s) at entropy s.
To work with the straight acoustic mathematical statements this representation can be
used. We get conditions from this:

The comparison is the wave mathematical statement for sound waves considered in a
lossless

medium.

We

get this

In the equation above:
Ρ (kg/m3) = Density
c (m/s) = Speed of sound
ρc2 (Pa) = Adiabatic bulk modulus
β (1/Pa) = Bulk modulus
qd (N/m3) = Dipole source
Qm (1/s2): Monopole source

mathematical statement from over two comparisons:
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Contingent upon the spatial directions x, c(x) and ρ(x) change though they are free of
time. Weight changes with time when we consider a period-consonant wave:

In the above equation:
ω (rad/s) = Angular frequency
f (Hz) = Frequency
For Helmholtz mathematical statement, which is an inhomogeneous comparison and
which comes about because of the decrease of acoustic waves, is spoken to as:

For demonstrating permeable materials or exceptionally thick liquids, we oblige complex
qualities. We obtain these from rate of sound and thickness from the above mathematical
statement. Taking into account the physical birthplace of the damping, sound represents the
contracting of these liquid models.
The confinement of the pressure acoustics and transient interface prompt lesser number
of liquid models. The explanation behind this marvel is confinement is demonstrating sound
conditions. To identify with the reducing of the sound waves we utilize a supplementary term of
first request in the time subsidiary:

(COMSOL[8])
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The time subordinate of the weight replaces the damping term in the above mathematical
statement on the grounds that it is not exhibited in the standard PDE plans. In practical use, the
damping is used by inserting a dipole like source in the gooey and thermally leading liquid
models.
3.3.2 Spherical Wave Radiation (COMSOL[8])
The specialization of the spherical wave radiation hub is expansion of a radiation limit
condition furthermore signifying the source area. For insignificant impression of the
demonstrating space for the friendly wave, we can utilize an incident pressure field to model. To
accomplish the above phenomena we require the waves to agree with limit:

(COMSOL[8])
I used a circular wave to permit a transmitted or scattered wave radiating from an item
focused at the point (x0, y0, z0) that is determined to leave the demonstrating space without
reflections (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Spherical wave radiation (Chabay, R., n.d. [9]).
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3.3.3 Plane Wave Radiation (COMSOL[8])
The specialization of plane wave radiation node is addition of radiation boundary condition. For
the minimal reflections of plane wave that is leaving the modeling domain we can use the field from the
toolbar and create an incoming wave. This is only possible when the angle of incidence is near to normal.
Having a former knowledge of the problem statement, we can choose the boundary condition which is
suitable for plane wave. In general there are two different boundary conditions that are apt for plane wave
type, far-field boundaries and ports. We use far-field boundary when angle of incidence. When the area of
interest for waveguide structures is in the plane-wave region, it is used for ports (Figure 11).

(COMSOL[8])

Figure 11: Plane wave radiation (Russell [10]).

3.3.4 Cylindrical Wave Radiation (COMSOL[8])
After specifying the source location and the source axis direction, radiation boundary
condition is added for a cylindrical wave by the cylindrical wave radiation. The specialization of
the cylindrical wave radiation node is addition of a radiation boundary condition. For minimal
reflection of the modeling domain for the outgoing wave, we can use an incident pressure field to
model. To achieve the above phenomena we need the waves to coincide with boundary:
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COMSOL [8]
From the above equation we make an assumption that the field is not dependent on axial
coordinates because in this wave radiation the outgoing waves have cylindrical coordinates. An
orientation (nx, ny, nz) and a point (x0, y0, z0) on the axis are mentioned after identifying the axis.
3.3.5 Sound Hard Boundary (Wall) (COMSOL[8])

When the acceleration component is zero, the phenomenon of sound hard boundary
(wall) inserts a boundary condition.

The normal derivative of the pressure is zero at the boundary when we consider constant
fluid density.

The sound hard boundaries are comparable to the symmetry condition.
3.3.6 Point Source (COMSOL[8])

The right-hand side of the governing equation is derived from the point source. To determine the
volume flow rate point from the source QS (m3/s), we have to mention the strength of the source.
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3.3.7 Fixed Constraint (COMSOL[8])

It performs the action to node to make the geometric entity fixed which implies that in
any given direction displacement is null. To obtain these results a condition is added. The more
submenus give the additional conditions.
3.4 Meshing
Free tetrahedral meshing (Figure 12) has been used to represent as a set of finite elements for
computational analysis or modeling. Meshing geometry is an essential part of the simulation process and
can be crucial for obtaining the best results in a faster manner.

Figure 12: Sample meshing.

3.5 Simulation Study (COMSOL[8])
3.5.1 Frequency Domain (COMSOL[8])

When we consider harmonic excitation of a mode for many frequencies, the resultant
response of the model is calculated by the frequency domain. The calculation of transmission
and reflection compared to frequency can also be used by this. The coupling of applied loads or
excitations and the resolving of mesh affecting the eigen modes are also studied in this. Some of
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the examples of the outputs of this are given below; these examples are all transfer functions:
magnitude, phase of deformation, sound pressure, impedance, or scattering parameters versus
frequency.
3.5.2 Time Dependent (COMSOL[8])
The variation in the field variables in a given point of time is accounted by the time
dependent study. Let us consider a few examples and their uses in time domain:
 Electromagnetics and acoustics: Computation of transient electromagnetic fields.
 Heat transfer: Computation of temperature.
 Solid mechanics: Computation of deformation and motion of solids when they are being
acted by loads.
 Acoustics: Computation of pressure waves during time propagation.
 Fluid flow: Computation of unsteady flow and pressure fields.
 Chemical species transport: Computation of chemical composition in a given time period.
 Chemical reactions: Computation of the kinetic reactions.
3.5.3 Eigen Frequency (COMSOL[8])
When we consider a linear model, computation of the eigen modes and eigen frequencies
is studied using the eigen frequency study. Let us consider the following examples (Table 4) and
see how the eigen modes and frequencies work at the eigen frequencies:
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Table 4: Sample Simulations to Check the Boundary Conditions

S. no

Topic

1.

Electromagnetics

Eigen

Eigen Modes Corresponding to

Resonant
Normalized electromagnetic field.
Frequencies
2.
Solid Mechanics Natural
Normalized deformed shapes.
frequencies
Corresponding
3.
Acoustics
Resonant
Normalized acoustic field.
frequencies of
to
frequencies
3.6 Sample 1 Simulation to Check the
Boundary Conditions
vibrations
In sample one ( Figure 13) I have kept a point at inside wall of the bowl , and next point I
have kept at outside wall of the bowl to analyze the sound at both points so that we can observe
how sound is interacting with the solid. I designed a bowl with top radius as 150 mm, bottom
radius as 50mm, thickness as 10 mm, flow point source as 0.01 m^3/s, frequecy as 3 Hz, bowl
material is Aluminium and fully constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation boundary
condition has been considered to permit cylindrical-shaped wave to leave the displaying area
with negligible reflections.The frequency domain study is used to compute the response of a
linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for one or several frequencies. In
acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the transmission and reflection versus
frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for simulation. Results have been analyzed in
dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in dB (Figure 14) analyzed sound at different
points around the bowl.
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Figure 13: Sample 1 design to check the boundary conditions.

Figure 14: Sample 1 simulation results to check the boundary conditions.

3.6.1 Analysis of the Results

Figure 14 shows the plot between sound pressure levels (dB) vs. frequency. From the
graph we can see sound at inside the bowl is 85.5 dB and sound at outside of the bowl is 68.5
dB; sound has been decreasing when it is propagating through metal.
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3.7 Sample 2 Simulation to Check the Boundary Conditions
In sample 2 (Figure 15), I have kept 10 focuses which are each one point is spotted with 5-10 mm
distinction from point source to top of the bowl so we can watch how sound is proliferating from point
source to top of the bowl. I composed a bowl with top span as 150 mm, base sweep as 50mm, thickness
as 10 mm, stream point source as 0.01 m^3/s, frequency as 3 Hz, bowl material is aluminum and
completely constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation limit condition has been considered to
permit a friendly round and hollow wave to leave the displaying area with negligible reflections. The
frequency domain study is used to register the reaction of a direct or linearized model subjected to
symphonious excitation for one or a few frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to
register the transmission and reflection versus sound. Free tetrahedral cross section has been used for
recreation. Results have been broken down in dB and the chart between frequencies versus Sound in dB,
analyzed sound at distinctive focuses around the bowl (Figure 16).

Figure 15: Sample 2 design to check the boundary conditions.
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Figure 16: Sample 2 simulation results to check the boundary conditions.

3.7.1 Analysis of the Results
Figure 16 show the plot between sound pressure levels (dB) vs. frequency. From the
graph we can see sound at first point is 93 dB, which is located near to the source; as the distance
increases, sound is decreasing gradually. Sound is minimum 75 dB at last point. By observing
both sample simulations I have concluded my boundary conditions are correct.

4. PARAMETERS CONSIDERED
4.1 Introduction
According to Sustainable Sound Control [11], sound can proliferate through three
mediums: gasses, fluids and solids. Pace of sound in solids is more contrasted with fluids and
gasses; speed of sound in fluids is more contrasted with gasses. Sound can spread as longitudinal
waves and as transfer waves in solids. The sound waves are created by a sound source; it can be
mono-shaft source or dipole source or Quadra post source or vibrating stomach of a speaker. The
sound wave makes vibrations in the surroundings. As the source keeps on vibrating the medium,
the vibration engenders from the source at the velocity of sound, consequently structuring the
sound wave. At an altered separation from the source, removal, weight and speed changes in
space. The particles of the medium don't go with the sound wave. This idea is naturally clear for
all the mediums which are solids, fluids and gasses. The normal position of the particles over the
long run does not change when the vibrations of particles in the gasses or fluids transport the
vibrations. Waves can be reflected or refracted or weakened by the medium amid proliferation.
The commotion is for the most part classified into two types.
4.1.1 Structure-Borne Noise
This is the sound produced by vibrating the framework or effect occasion. These vibrations make
acoustic vitality are transmitted into the structure of a building, for instance vibrations from carpets,
dividers, funnels. It may transmit into mechanical components like vibrations from metal edges, backings,
and undercarriage. This vitality goes through robust structures and is discharged as air-borne commotion
at distinctive areas inside the building or mechanical framework.
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4.1.2 Air-Borne Noise

This is the sound that goes through the air and into the encompassing environment. In
shut situations, for example, rooms and nooks, air-borne sound may resonate and build the levels
of clamor both in and outside the contained space. Most manifestations of commotion will
contain contributions from both air-borne and structure-borne sound. Despite the fact that
measures can be taken to limit structure-borne segments, for example, by separation and
damping, air-borne sound can be treated with the utilization of engrossing materials. Air-borne
commotion might likewise change into structure-borne and over to air-borne. This methodology
is frequently called "transmission" of sound vitality. In the sample over (Figure17), the air-borne
segments of the commotion may go into the far divider and after that out through the other side
into an abutting room.

Figure 17: Examples for air-borne and structure -borne scenarios (SAINT GO BAIN, n.d., [12]).
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4.2 Shape of the Bowl
I have considered four different types of designs of bowl to analyze the sound at inside
and outside of the bowl. Inlet outlet radius and thickness are constant for all designs but different
cases have been considered which effects on sound. Point source was kept at the middle of a
bowl and other point kept at top of the bowl to observe the sound at top. The bowl was
Considered linear elastic material and provided Young’s modulus, speed of sound and density of
material. Bowl is fully constrained.
4.2.1 Shape 1
In first case I have considered simple design without curvature with top radius as
150mm,bottom radius as 50mm, thickness as 10 mm (Figure 18), flow point source as 0.01
m^3/s and frequecy as 3 Hz; bowl material is aluminium and fully constrained in all directions.
Spherical wave radiation boundary condition has been considered to permit cylindrical-shaped
wave to leave the displaying area with negligible reflections. The frequency domain study is
used to compute the response of a linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for
one or several frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the
transmission and reflection versus frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for
simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in
dB, analyzed sound at different points around the bowl (Figure 19).
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Figure 18: Design for Shape 1.

Figure 19: Acoustic analysis results for Shape 1 .

4.2.1.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 97.8 dB and minimum sound is 66 dB.
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4.2.2 Shape 2
In second case I have considered a bowl with top sweep as 150 mm, base span as 50mm,
thickness as 10 mm (Figure 20), stream point source as 0.01 m^3/s, frequency as 3 Hz; bowl material is
aluminum and completely constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation limit condition has been
considered to permit a spherical shaped wave to leave the demonstrating space with insignificant
reflections. The frequency domain study is used to register the reaction of a direct or linearized model
subjected to consonant excitation for one or a few frequencies. In acoustics, it is used to register the
transmission and reflection versus sound. Free tetrahedral lattice has been used for re-enactment. Results
have been examined in dB and the chart between frequencies versus sound in dB Analyzed sound at
distinctive focuses around the bowl (Figure 21).

Figure 20: Shape 2 of the bowl.
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Figure 21: Acoustic analysis results for Shape 2.

4.2.2.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 100 dB and minimum sound is 61.8 dB.
4.2.3 Shape 3
In third case I have considered design with some curvature between inlet and outlet radius to
disturb the wave many times. I designed a bowl with top radius as 150 mm, bottom radius as 50mm,
thickness as 10 mm (Figure 22), flow point source as 0.01 m^3/s and frequency as 3 Hz; bowl material is
aluminum and fully constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation boundary condition has been
considered to permit cylindrical-shaped wave to leave the displaying area with negligible reflections. The
frequency domain study is used to compute the response of a linear or linearized model subjected to
harmonic excitation for one or several frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to
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compute the transmission and reflection versus frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for
simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in dB
analyzed sound at different points around the bowl (Figure 23)

Figure 22: Shape 3 of the bowl .

Figure 23: Acoustic analysis results for Shape 3.
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4.2.3.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 103 dB and minimum sound is 60.7 dB.
4.2.4 Shape 4
In fourth case I have considered outline with more arch between bay and outlet to irritate the
wave ordinarily (Figure 24). I planned a bowl with top span as 150 mm, base sweep as 50mm, thickness
as 10 mm, stream point source as 0.01 m^3/s and sound as 3 Hz; bowl material is aluminum and
completely compelled in all directions. Spherical wave radiation limit condition has been considered to
permit the wave to leave the displaying area with insignificant reflections. The frequency domain study is
used to figure the reaction of a straight or linearized model subjected to consonant excitation for one or a
few frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to figure the transmission and reflection
versus sound. Free tetrahedral lattice has been used for re-enactment. Results have been examined in dB
and the chart between frequencies versus sound in dB Analyzed sound at diverse focuses around the bowl
(Figure 25).

Figure 24: Design for Shape 4.
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Figure 25: Acoustic analysis results for Shape 4.

4.2.4.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 107 dB and minimum sound is 60.4 dB
4.2.5 Analysis of the Results

From Table we can see how sound is varying with respect to design. In Design 1
maximum sound is 97.8 dB which is minimum comparative to other designs. In Design 2
maximum sound is 100dB which is wider in the middle. In the Design 3 maximum sound is 103
dB which has some curvature comparative to Design 1 and Design 2. In the Design 4 maximum
sound is 107 dB which has more curvature comparative all other designs.
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Table 5: Acoustic Analysis Simulations Results for Different Shapes of the Bowl

4.3 Change in the Inlet and Outlet Radius
I have considered two different types of designs of bowl and I have changed outlet radius
of bowls to analyze the sound at inside and outside of the bowl with respect to change in the inlet
and outlet radius. Inlet outlet radius is different but same thickness for all designs. Point source
was kept at the middle of a bowl and other point kept at top of the bowl to observe the sound at
top. The bowl was considered linear elastic material and provided Young’s modulus, speed of
sound and density of material. Bowl is fully constrained.
4.3.1 Case 1

In Case I have considered simple design without curvature with top radius as
150mm,bottom radius as 50mm, thickness as 10 mm (Figure26), flow point source as 0.01 m^3/s
and frequecy as 3 Hz; bowl material is aluminium and fully constrained in all directions.
Spherical wave radiation boundary condition has been considered to permit cylindrical-shaped
wave to leave the displaying area with negligible reflections. The frequency domain study is
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used to compute the response of a linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for
one or several frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the
transmission and reflection versus frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for
simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in dB
analyzed sound at different points around the bowl.

Figure 26: Design 1 for change in the inlet and outlet radius.

Figure 27: Acoustic analysis results for design 1.
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4.3.1.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 103 dB and minimum sound is 60.7 dB.
4.3.2 Case1.1
In Case 1.1, I have decreased the outlet radius to increase the pressure at inside of the bowl; as the
pressure increases gradually, acoustic wave is disturbed many times. Designed a bowl with top radius as
150 mm, bottom radius as 25 mm, thickness as 10 mm (Figure 28), flow point source as 0.01 m^3/s and
frequency as 3 Hz; bowl material is aluminum and fully constrained in all directions. Spherical wave
radiation boundary condition has been considered to permit cylindrical-shaped wave to leave the
displaying area with negligible reflections. The frequency domain study is used to compute the response
of a linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for one or several frequencies. In
acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the transmission and reflection versus frequency.
Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph
between frequencies vs. sound in dB analyzed sound at different points around the bowl (Figure 29).

Figure 28: Design 1.1 for change in the inlet and outlet radius.
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Figure 29: Acoustic analysis results for Design 1.1 .

4.3.2.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 108 dB and minimum sound is 59.9 dB.
4.3.3 Case 2
In second case, I have considered different design with top radius as 150 mm, bottom radius as
50mm, thickness as 10 mm (Figure 30), flow point source as 0.01 m^3/s and frequency as 3 Hz; bowl
material is aluminum and fully constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation boundary condition
has been considered to permit cylindrical-shaped wave to leave the displaying area with negligible
reflections. The frequency domain study is used to compute the response of a linear or linearized model
subjected to harmonic excitation for one or several frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is
used to compute the transmission and reflection versus frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used
for simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in dB
analyzed sound at different points around the bowl (Figure 31).
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Figure 30: Design 2 for change in the inlet and outlet radius.

Figure 31: Acoustic analysis results for Design 2.

4.3.3.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 100 dB and minimum sound is 61.8 dB.
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4.3.4 Case 2.2
In case 2.2, I have decreased the outlet radius to increase the pressure at inside of the bowl; as the
pressure increases gradually, acoustic wave is disturbed many times. I designed a bowl with top radius as
150 mm, bottom radius as 30 mm, thickness as 10 mm (Figure 32), flow point source as 0.01 m^3/s and
frequency as 3 Hz; bowl material is Aluminum and fully constrained in all directions. Spherical wave
radiation boundary condition has been considered to permit cylindrical- shaped wave to leave the
displaying area with negligible reflections. The frequency domain study is used to compute the response
of a linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for one or several frequencies. In
acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the transmission and reflection versus frequency.
Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph
between frequencies vs. sound in dB analyzed sound at different points around the bowl (Figure 33).

Figure 32: Design 2.2 for change in the inlet and outlet radius.
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Figure 33: Acoustic analysis results for Design 2.2.

4.3.4.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 101 dB and minimum sound is 61.2 dB.
4.3.5 Analysis of the Results

From Table 6, we can see how sound is varying with respect to change in the inlet and
outlet radius of a bowl. In Design 1 maximum sound is 103 dB which is minimum, In Design 1.1
maximum sound is 108dB, which has less outlet radius comparative to Design 1. In the Design 2
maximum sound is 100 dB which is minimum in Design 2.2 maximum sounds is 101dB which
has less outlet radius comparative to Design 2.
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Table 6: Acoustic Analysis Simulations Results for Change in the Inlet and O utlet Radius

4.4 Change in the Material of the Lid
I have considered three separate sorts of materials for the top to investigate the sound at inside
and outside of the bowl regarding change in the material of cover. Bay, outlet sweep and thickness are
steady for all outline, yet diverse sorts of materials have been considered which impact on sound spread.
Point source was kept at the center of a bowl and other point kept at top of the bowl to watch the sound.
The bowl was considered direct flexible material and gave Young’s modulus, velocity of sound and
thickness of material. Bowl is completely constrained. From Figure 34 we can see plan for recreation: left
one is bowl, center one is top and right one is air.

Figure 34: Design for Change in the material of the lid.
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4.4.1 Aluminum
In first case, I have considered lid material as aluminum (Figure 35). I designed a bowl with top
radius as 165mm, bottom radius as 70mm, thickness as 10 mm and thickness of lid as 15 mm, flow point
source as 0.001 m^3/s and frequency as 3 Hz; bowl material is aluminum and fully constrained in all
directions. Spherical wave radiation boundary condition has been considered to permit cylindrical-shaped
wave to leave the displaying area with negligible reflections. The frequency domain study is used to
compute the response of a linear or linearized model subjected to harmonic excitation for one or several
frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the transmission and reflection
versus frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for simulation. Results have been analyzed in
dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in dB analyzed sound at top of the bowl.

Figure 35: Acoustic simulation results for aluminum as lid.
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4.4.1.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 131 dB and Minimum sound is 89 dB.
4.4.2 Wood

In second case, I have considered cover material as wood (Figure 36). I designed a bowl
with top range as 165mm, base sweep as 70mm, thickness as 10 mm and thickness of top as 15
mm, stream point source as 0.001 m^3/s and frequecy as 3 Hz, bowl material is aluminum and
completely compelled in all directions. Spherical wave radiation limit condition has been
considered to permit the wave to leave the displaying space with negligible reflections. The
Frequency domain study is used to figure the reaction of a straight or linearized model subjected
to symphonious excitation for one or a few frequencies. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is
used to process the transmission and reflection versus sound. Free tetrahedral lattice has been
used for recreation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph between frequencies vs.
sound in dB analyzed sound at top of the bowl.
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Figure 36: Acoustic simulation results for wood as lid.

4.4.2.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. maximum sound is 121 dB and minimum sound is 80.9 dB
4.4.3 Rubber

In third case, I have considered lid material as rubber (Figure 37). I designed a bowl with
top radius as 165mm, bottom radius as 70mm, thickness as 10 mm and thickness of lid as 15
mm, flow point source as 0.001 m^3/s and frequecy as 3 Hz; bowl material is aluminium and
fully constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation boundary condition has been
considered to permit cylindrical-shaped wave to leave the displaying area with negligible
reflections. The frequency domain study is used to compute the response of a linear or linearized
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model subjected to harmonic excitation for one or several frequencies. In acoustics and
electromagnetics, it is used to compute the transmission and reflection versus frequency. Free
tetrahedral meshing has been used for simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the
graph between frequencies vs. sound in dB analyzed sound at top of the bowl.

Figure 37: Acoustic simulation results for rubber as lid.

4.4.3.1 Results

Maximum sound and minimum sound have been observed from COMSOL simulation
results. Maximum sound is 120 dB and minimum sound is 85.4 dB.
4.4.4 Analysis of the Results

From Table 7 we can see how sound is varying with respect to material of lid. In first
case the sound at top is 89 dB, which is aluminum used as lid. In second case the sound at top is
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85.4, which is wood used as lid. In third case the sound at top is 80.9, which is rubber used as lid.
By analyzing the results, the speed of sound in rubber is less than speed of sound in wood and
less than speed of sound in aluminum. So sound is minimum when we used rubber as lid and
sound is maximum when we used aluminum.
Table 7: Acoustic Analysis Simulations Results for Change in the Material of the Lid

5. CHANGE IN THE SOUND WITH RESPECT TO MULTIPLE FREQUENCIES
The frequency domain study is used to compute the response of a linear or linearized
model subjected to harmonic excitation for several frequencies, range (1; 50; 1000 Hz), which
means the range is 1 to 1000 and the gap between each iteration is 50 Hz. In this case I have
considered simple design without curvature with top radius as 150 mm, bottom radius as 50mm,
thickness as 10 mm (Figure 38), flow point source as 0.01 m^3/s and frequecy as 3 Hz; bowl
material is aluminium and fully constrained in all directions. Spherical wave radiation boundary
condition has been considered to permit cylindrical-shaped wave to leave the displaying area
with negligible reflections. In acoustics and electromagnetics, it is used to compute the
transmission and reflection versus frequency. Free tetrahedral meshing has been used for
simulation. Results have been analyzed in dB and the graph between frequencies vs. sound in
dB, analyzed sound at different points around the bowl.
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Figure 38: Design for change in the sound with respect to multiple frequencies.

5.1 Analysis of the Results
From Figure 39 we can see how sound is varying with respect to change in the frequency.
Sound increased as the frequency increased but after certain range it decreased even though the
frequency increased. Sound has been increasing from 1 Hz to 450 Hz and gradually decreasing
from 500 Hz to 1000 Hz. Maximum sound is 135 dB at 450 Hz frequency.
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Figure 39: Acoustic analysis results for change in the sound with respect to multiple frequencies .

6. CONCLUSION
First I have designed a bowl, and then I have performed model analysis for bowl and
bowl + damper.

I have performed acoustic analysis for bowl and bowl + damper. I have

concluded we can’t reduce the sound by attaching damper, so we don’t need to change the
material of bowl or attach a damper to a bowl. Then I have initiated another idea to decrease the
sound in bowl.
Three major parameters have been considered to analyze the sound at inside and outside
of a bowl. First parameter is change in the design of a bowl. Four different types of designs were
considered to observe the sound effect with respect to shape of a bowl. If we avoid curves and
with straight design we can decrease the sound at inlet, outlet and surroundings of a bowl.
Second parameter is change in the inlet and outer radius, two different design, and for
both the designs I have decreased the outlet radius to observe the sound effect with respect to
change in the outlet radius parameters. If we design a bowl with proper inlet and outlet radius we
can reduce the sound.
Third parameter is change in the material of lid. Three different types of materials have
been considered to analyze sound effect with respect to change in the material. If we use better
damped material for lid we can avoid the sound at top and we don’t need to change the material.
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6.1 Future Scope
In my research, I have covered all basics of sound and acoustics and reasons for noise. I
have provided all boundary conditions to consider for simulation and provided simulation
results. To continue this research I would suggest to start with simple testing like a speaker in a
box and compare the simulation and test results. Research is required on materials to find which
one has better acoustic property. More research is needed for flow-induced noise like water
flowing in a pipe or air is travelling from high pressure to low pressure.
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